The optical switching properties of gadolinium-magnesium hydride have been demonstrated in a solid-state electrochromic device. With positive polarization of the hydride electrode, the visible reflectance approaches 35% with virtually zero transmission, while with negative polarization, the visible transmission exceeds 25% at 650 nm. The switching is reversible, with intermediate optical properties between the transparent and reflecting states.
A remarkable discovery by Huiberts et al. 1 initiated interest in metal hydride optical switches. As the hydrogen content in palladium-capped (5-20 nm) yttrium and lanthanum films (200-500 nm) was varied with H 2 pressure, they switched reversibly from opaque metals at lower H content (H/M ~2) to transparent semiconductors at high H content (H/M ~3). A theoretical discussion of this transition was given by Ng et al. 2 Optical switching in yttrium hydride required less than a minute at 10 5 Pa H 2 . The Pd cap prevented oxidation and catalyzed H 2 adsorption and H absorption at room temperature.
Lanthanide-magnesium alloys possess improved optical properties, as reported by van der Sluis et al. 3 The H-rich phase of gadolinium-50% magnesium has E g > 3 eV, yielding a color neutral window with transmission limited almost entirely by the Pd layer, while the reflecting H-deficient phase has virtually zero transmission 3, 4 . Thus hydrides allow variable transmission windows with mirror states, which cannot be attained using conventional electrochromics 5 .
Optical switching has also been demonstrated by varying the H content of hydride films using electrolytic cells with liquid electrolytes 4, 6 . The Pd layer catalyzes the reaction of protons from the electrolyte with electrons from the potential source, forming H atoms then absorbed into the hydride. While this method allows control of the optical properties with electrochemical potential, the liquid electrolyte is inconvenient. From a practical standpoint, an all-solid device is most desirable.
In this letter we report a prototype solid-state switching mirror. This metal hydride device switches reversibly from reflecting (~35% R, <0.05% T) to transparent (>25% T at 650 nm). Intermediate properties are observed between these extremes. The Aside from interference due to its several thin layers, the maximum transmission of the device is slightly below that of the similar film. This is expected, as the WO 3 and The switching currents and voltages are also surprisingly high. In a liquid electrolytic cell, the switching voltage range is ~1 V, with peak currents under 10 mA for a potential sweep at 10 mV/s. 4 In the solid state device, the potential range is 6 V and the currents exceed 40 mA. This suggests the speed is limited by shorting and unexpectedly high resistance in the proton conductor, not kinetics of the Gd-Mg hydride or WO 3 . Only a small fraction of the applied potential performs electrochemical work, with the rest wasted in electronic currents through shorts. We expect correcting these problems would reduce the switching time to the order of 5 minutes, sufficient for window applications.
In summary, our device exhibits the remarkable reflecting-to-transparent optical switching of Gd-Mg hydride in an all-solid configuration. The device is stable for many hours when transparent, unlike films tested in the gas and liquid modes. Although the switching speed is unacceptable for applications, it is not limited by the hydride material. 
